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It seems like only yesterday that I was
welcoming you all to the inaugural West
Wicklow Festival and here we are already
in year two. Welcome back!
I am delighted that this year’s Festival
presents internationally acclaimed artists: Julian
Bliss, Philip Higham, Benyounes Quartet and
Gavan Ring, for what I hope you all will find a
most stimulating musical experience.
This year’s programme features a wonderful
selection of chamber masterworks including
Brahms’ Clarinet Trio, Schumann’s Piano Quintet,
Schubert’s String Quintet and Vaughan Williams’
“Songs of Travel” to name but a few. This year
is the centenary of the death of Claude Debussy. In celebration of this wonderful composer, a
leading figure in the impressionist movement, the Festival programme features some of his most
iconic works including his Cello Sonata, String Quartet, the Premier Rhapsodie, and Images 2e série.
It is with great pride that we are holding our first education and outreach event this year in
partnership with the National Concert Hall, which will see a jolly Sunday morning of musical activities
and a Family Concert, with plenty of colour and hopefully some sun! We look forward to extending
our commitment to music education in the years to come. The importance of music education and
access to music cannot be over emphasised.
I want to express my sincere gratitude to our patrons, supporters, sponsors, volunteers and Board
of Directors, without whom this Festival would not be possible. I should also particularly like to thank
Brian O’Regan our Festival Manager for his dedication and commitment to the Festival.
I sincerely hope that all of you will enjoy the concerts immensely. Please do stay in touch by
signing up to our mailing list online.
I look forward to meeting as many of you as possible during the Festival!
Fiachra Garvey
Founder and Artistic Director

Following last year’s very successful inaugural Festival it is with great pleasure that we welcome
back the West Wicklow Festival to the beautiful surroundings of Russborough House & Parklands.
Many congratulations both to Fiachra Garvey, Founder and Artistic Director, and to the Festival
Board for presenting a wonderful programme of concerts in the house, performed by outstanding
international musicians and also for hosting the first Family Concert and children’s Music Trail around
the Parklands. Sir Alfred & Lady Beit would have been delighted to see their passionate interest in
music continuing to be promoted in and around the Russborough estate. We are delighted to host
Fiachra and his fellow musicians and we wish the Festival every success.
Eric Blatchford
CEO, The Alfred Beit Foundation

Programme
Thursday 17th May, 8pm
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Notes 2018 © Ian Fox

Fiachra Garvey, piano
Julian Bliss, clarinet
Philip Higham, cello
Ludwig Van Beethoven 1770 – 1827
Seven Variations on “Bei Mannern, Welche Liebe fühlen” (Mozart) WoO 46
Beethoven never married, though he often hoped he might find a mate, so it is interesting
that he should choose a duet espousing the desirability of wedlock as the basis for a set of
delightful variations for cello and piano. The tune is taken from Mozart’s The Magic Flute where
Pamina and Papageno sing of the joys of wedded bliss: “In men who feel love, a good heart, too,
is never lacking...... Its high purpose clearly proclaims: there is nothing nobler than woman and
man.....reaching towards the deity”. The Seven Variations were written in 1801 and dedicated to
Count Browne, a wealthy Russian aristocrat with an Irish father, who was based in Vienna and
befriended the composer. It is not clear why this charming work was not formally published and
has only a “Work without Opus” number (WoO 46); his other set of twelve variations on “The
Magic Flute” aria “Ein Mädchen oder Weibchen” was released as Opus 66.
Whatever the circumstances were, the Bei Mannern set is delectable. In the first four bars
the piano presents the music for Pamina and the duet is rolled out accordingly, with the cello
replacing her lines. The variations are all brief and, as was the custom at the time, they begin
with just slight changes to the original melody and become increasingly complex and different
as the variations progress. The theme is in E flat major and first three variations remain in this
key. The first Variation features a staccato presentation of the music, while the second employs
a flowing variant, first on piano then cello. For Variation Three the cello has a more lyrical version
which the piano then copies and the two instruments also discuss. For Variation Four Beethoven
switches to the minor and creates a dreamy version as he moves further away from the original
melody. Returning to E flat for Variation Five, the score is marked “Si prenda il tempo un poco più
vivace” (a little quicker if you like) allowing the players to up the tempo in a short, perky sequence.
Variation Six and Seven remain in the home key, with the former marked Adagio, with the piano
launching another more complex variant, soon copied by the cello. Then for the Seventh Variation,
the tempo picks up to Allegro, ma non troppo, for a rollicking version of the tune, leading into a
Coda in C minor, providing a dramatic finish to these inventive pieces.
Claude Debussy 1862 – 1918
Sonata for cello & piano in D minor
(i) Prologue (ii) Sérénade (iii) Finale
This was the first of the six sonatas for various instruments planned by Debussy in the 1910s but
he only lived long enough to complete three of them. The Cello Sonata was written in Pourville,
near Dieppe, during a holiday there in July and August 1915. It is dedicated to his second wife,
Emma Bardac Debussy. The first performance was in London on March 4th 1916 with cellist
Warwick Evans and pianist Mrs Alfred Hobday and the Sonata had its first French performance
on March 24th, 1917 in Paris with Joseph Salmon on cello, and the composer himself at the
piano.
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The work starts with a D minor chord on the piano and the declamatory opening movement
gets underway (Lent, sostenuto et molto risoluto). It is a brief creation, moving from point to point
in short, almost conversational, phrases. There are some dark rumblings in an agitato passage but
the movement ends on an eerie harmony employing an open fifth. The Serenade (Modérément
animé) is anything but romantic: there is a decidedly grim mood as the cello imitates various
instruments:- guitar, flute, mandolin and tambourine. Debussy creates some original sounds in
his inventive writing for the soloist, particularly in the amusing pizzicato effects and the way in
which notes are carried forward (fantasque et léger). High spirits emerge in the Finale (Animé)
but they are tinged by a certain pathos and there is a deeply-felt sequence marked Molto rubato
con morbidezza (Very freely with delicacy). It is easy to imagine a presentiment of the composer’s
growing illness and impending demise in this melancholic atmosphere.
Claude Debussy 1862 – 1918
Première Rhapsodie for clarinet & piano
Debussy had been appointed to the Board of the Paris Conservatory by its Director, Gabriel
Fauré, and one of his duties was to supply music for use in examinations. He wrote this B flat
study for clarinet and piano as a competition piece for the senior students in 1910, as part of
the rigorous tests for the Prix de Rome, which he himself had won in 1884. Eleven competitors
gave performances before a jury including Debussy that July 14th. For some reason he called
it his First Rhapsody though no further works under the same title ever appeared. It is not an
obviously virtuosic piece, though it is extremely difficult to play, relying largely on its subtle
expressiveness and finesse to make its effect, as well as testing the player’s breath control.
Following its academic debut, it was given its first public performance in Paris on January 16th
1911 by the virtuoso clarinettist and Conservatory professor, Prosper Mimart. Debussy believed it
to be “one of the most pleasing pieces I have written” and many clarinettists have concurred with
the composer’s opinion. Later that year he went on a tour of Russia and scored it for Clarinet
and Orchestra, first heard in St Petersburg in December 1911 with the composer conducting - a
version which remains popular to this day.
The mood is close to that which Debussy had created for his Prélude à l’Après-midi d’un Faune,
sixteen years earlier. It is marked “dreamily slow” as the piano launches the music pianissimo
soon followed by the clarinet in a languorous line: “sweet and expressive”. As befits a rhapsody,
the music does not follow any formal pattern but shifts from mood to mood as the composer’s
whims take him: sometimes faster, then slower, with brilliant passages set against long lines
testing the player’s lungs. The pace gradually picks up with scherzando passages and this
engaging music ends with a lively virtuoso finale as befits a top-level test piece.
Francis Poulenc 1899 – 1963
Sonata for clarinet & piano
(i) Allegro tristamente (ii) Romanza (iii) Allegro con fuoco
This is one of Poulenc’s final pieces and was dedicated to his friend, the Swiss composer Artur
Honegger (1892-1955); they had both been members of “Les Six”, the avant-garde group of
composers in 1920s Paris. It had been commissioned by clarinettist Benny Goodman and it
was intended they would give the première together but Poulenc suddenly died from a heart
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attack (January 30th 1963). The first performance was then given in Carnegie Hall, New York,
by Goodman with Leonard Bernstein as pianist, on April 10th 1963. It is one of three woodwind
sonatas Poulenc wrote in his last years, the others being for flute and oboe and is a largely
happy work. While there are tinges of melancholy, it certainly does not presage the composer’s
unexpected demise so soon after he wrote it. The opening movement has a rather contradictory
title “fast but sadly” and is in A-B-A or ternary form. A lively introduction leads into a cheerful
theme for the clarinet with a distinctive quick figuration or “blip”. Having presented this jolly tune,
Poulenc slows proceedings down, “très calme, pp, very sweetly” and a lyrical theme, rising and
falling, is introduced with the distinctive “blip” motif featuring prominently. The movement ends
with a return to the opening cheeky theme for a further short development before concluding
pianissimo.
The second movement is marked “très calme, pianissimo” with an added instruction to play
it very sweetly with melancholy. It is a placid and wistful ballad, with a four-note “blip” featuring
throughout. It makes a charmingly dreamy interlude as the song rolls along to its very quiet
conclusion. The finale shakes everyone awake. It is marked “very animatedly” and fortissimo, as
a fiery but merry theme is presented vigorously with examples of his typical “stop-start” rhythms
which add a slightly questioning tone to the onward rush of the music. Poulenc slows the music
down for a few bars with another dreamy idea but soon it is dancing away in a burst of energy,
heralding a riotous conclusion.
INTERVAL
Ludwig Van Beethoven 1770-1827
Trio in Bb major, Op. 11 for clarinet, cello & piano
(i) Allegro con brio (ii) Adagio (iii) Tema con variazioni
There is a certain amount of mystery surrounding this early though delightful Trio which was first
published in 1798 for piano, clarinet and cello. The final movement is a set of variations on a trio
from an opera by Joseph Weigel (L’ Amor Marinaro first performed in October 1797). The melody
was very popular in the streets or “Gasse” of Vienna at the time and the work is sometimes
known as the “Gassenhauer Trio” or street-song trio. According to one account, it is said that
Beethoven was given the theme without realising its source and when he found out later he was
very annoyed intending to write a replacement, which he never got around to doing. However he
wrote the title of the theme À Pria chio l’impegno at the top of the movement in his manuscript,
so he must have recanted. He dedicated the work to Countess Maria von Thun, the mother-in-law
of his patron Prince Lichnowsky. Beethoven also prepared a version for the more conventional
trio of piano, violin and cello.
The work opens with a splendid staccato fanfare for all three players, followed by a slower,
lyrical theme which is treated to some expansion before the second main melody emerges.
The movement is in sonata form and these two ideas provide the material for the movement, or
“exposition”. It is repeated before the music is developed attractively, Beethoven having plenty of
ideas to put forward in this charming and inventive music. The Adagio employs a theme which
is almost the same as the Minuet of the Opus 49, No.2 Piano Sonata, also used in his Septet.
The cello launches the song-like theme and the players elaborate on it in delightfully dreamy
sequences.
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The Finale comprises no less than nine variations on Weigel’s merry tune. The piano delivers the
first variation and plays a key role throughout the movement. Perhaps the 28-year-old Beethoven,
best known as a virtuoso pianist at the time, wanted a platform to demonstrate his considerable
skills. The music is admirably inventive if light-hearted and ends in a delightful up-beat conclusion
to this most rewarding composition.
Johannes Brahms 1833 - 1897
Trio in A minor, Op. 114 for clarinet, cello & piano
(i) Allegro (ii) Adagio (iii) Andante grazioso (iv) Allegro
By his late fifties, Brahms was considering retiring from composition, even writing his will.
However in March 1891 he visited the Ducal Court at Meiningen, where he had performed over
the years and was bowled over by the playing of their clarinettist Richard Mühlfeld (1856-1907)
who performed in a number of chamber works during his stay. He decided to return to composing
and produced a last series of four works for clarinet, his final compositions. He wrote the Trio
while on holiday at Bad Ischl in Austria in June and July 1891. It was given its first performance
in December in Meiningen with Brahms and cellist Robert Hausmann. The concert also provided
the première of the Clarinet Quintet, which will be heard in Saturday evening’s concert. The same
artists gave the first public performances of both works in Berlin on December 12th that year.
The first movement has that golden glow that often can be heard in Brahms’ later works. There
is a tradition that the opening tune was originally intended for a Fifth Symphony that Brahms
never wrote. The cello launches the music, quickly followed by the clarinet and it becomes the
main material for development throughout the movement; there is a delightfully fast-flowing
coda. The slow movement is one of Brahms’ most beautiful creations with the clarinet launching
a song-like theme that is developed through a series of ruminative variations. The autumnal
colouring of the writing is particularly impressive. A Minuet follows this meditative movement,
almost a throw back to the infectious gaiety of his Liebeslieder Waltzes; as though Brahms was
recalling younger, happier days. There are two contrasting central sections, or Trios, in F sharp
minor and D major, before the opening theme is brought back. The Finale is a lively affair with
strong polyphonic writing, particularly when the cello introduces the second main tune. It is
closely related to the first theme, giving the music a strong cohesion. In his reprise, Brahms only
brings back the second theme while the abrupt ending is somewhat unexpected.

Programme
Friday 18th May, 8pm
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Fiachra Garvey, piano
Benyounes Quartet
Joseph Haydn 1732 - 1809
String Quartet in G major, Op. 76, No. 1, Hob III:75
(i) Allegro con spirito (ii) Adagio sostenuto (iii) Menuetto: Presto
(iv) Finale: Allegro ma non troppo
Haydn dedicated his six quartets Opus 76 to Count Joseph Erdödy, whose wife was later to
become one of Beethoven’s great supporters. They were written in 1797, published two years
later and are the second last set Haydn wrote. Quartets were usually published in sets of six at
that time and this first Quartet of the group has been described by H. Robbins Landon, the great
Haydn scholar, as “an extraordinary mixture of the gay, the serious, the flippant and the highly
original”. The work opens, after three attention-grabbing chords, with the first theme played
by the cello, a decidedly off-beat way to begin a quartet. The viola enters and it sounds for a
moment that a fugue is about to take off. However Haydn is in far too merry a mood for anything
so formal and the music is soon dancing away in high spirits. The second theme is an elegant
ballroom tune introduced by the first violin and it is given prominence in the closing moments of
the movement. Haydn weaves his material into an effortless flow of imaginative sequences, full of
wit and expressive dramatic outbursts.
The slow movement is one of Haydn’s finest. The violin launches the solemn hymn-like
tune which is developed with a stately eloquence and a finely graded passion. Again there are
moments of striking originality, such as the first violin’s staccato solo passage and the short
cadenza towards the end. The Minuet is really a Scherzo in disguise, as its explosive theme soon
demonstrates. The contrasting central section, or Trio, has a real feel of a country dance about
it, with its scooping line and pizzicato accompaniment. The Finale is in quite a different mood,
starting with Beethoven-like angry phrases. This mood persists but suddenly the key shifts to
the major and sunlight beams through. It is a moment close to the famous “chaos” sequence in
the composer’s oratorio “The Creation”. Having reached sunnier harmonies, the music becomes
relaxed and good humoured and then increasingly hilarious, as though Haydn wished to end on a
truly light-hearted note. In all, this is a fascinating ending to an extraordinary, highly diverting and
truly unique Quartet.
Claude Debussy 1862-1918
String Quartet in G minor, Op. 10
(i) Animé et très décidé (ii) Assez vif et bien rythmé
(iii) Andantino, doucement expressif (iv) Très modéré
It would not be unreasonable to describe this quartet as the first “Impressionistic” composition.
The structure is largely classical although Debussy leans considerably on César Franck’s
development of “cyclical” writing. The tone of the music is highly distinctive, bringing a completely
new sound world into music. It is dedicated to the Ysaÿe Quartet who gave the premiere in Paris
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on December 29th, 1893. The cyclical concept involves the use of a theme, or themes, that
recur during a composition, often appearing just as mottos at first and later blossoming into their
full glory. The Quartet opens in the Phrygian mode (equivalent to the white keys beginning on
E) with a motto starting with two strongly marked notes (G-F), prominent throughout the work.
Soon, the violin introduces a flowing melody, to which the cello is attracted with a semiquaver
accompaniment. This theme is developed fluently alongside the opening motto until a climax is
reached. The violin launches the second main theme and Debussy develops his material with
remarkable assurance, through a series of brief variations, mainly from the second subject,
with the opening motto always present. The recapitulation presents the themes again in a lively
fashion leading to an excited coda, fortissimo.
The Scherzo follows and employs the motto theme considerably altered, sounding more like
a new idea. After four plucked chords the viola launches the altered melody. It is developed by
the first violin in pizzicato form, busily supported by the others. For the central section, or trio,
a semiquaver accompaniment provides the support for a new, sad tune on first violin, again a
variant of the motto. The pizzicato opening returns in the final section with a brief reminder of the
middle section, before the pace slows and the music just seems to run out of steam, pianissimo.
The slow movement does not employ the main motto. All four instruments are muted at first
and after a few hesitant phrases the first violin introduces a soft, low melody, treated reverently
by the instruments. The central section is a little more lively with the cello introducing an evennote theme, not unlike a Bach Invention. Sinuous lines slowly work to a climax and the first
section is recalled in a charming variant. Finally the opening theme returns in full for a mystical
coda with a gorgeous, soaring first violin line. This mood is carried over into the opening of the
finale, with the motto reappearing in a further variant. Suddenly, the cello accelerates the pace
and the others join in for a shimmering crescendo arriving at the main theme, a new melody
this time. This is given vigorous development until the first violin introduces another low-pitched
melody based for a last time on the motto. Themes from the earlier movements also return, the
scherzo theme appears in a brief fugato, for example. The music is impelled towards a far ranging
and harmonically free conclusion, clearly signalling that the impressionist era is upon us.
INTERVAL
Robert Schumann 1810 – 1856
Piano Quintet in Eb major, Op. 44
(i) Allegro brillante (ii) In moda d’una marcia. Un poco largamente
(iii) Molto vivace (iv) Allegro ma non troppo
It is quite surprising to realise that this Quintet is the first major composition to be written for
the combination of a string quartet and piano, the Piano Trio being the favoured chamber music
grouping before this. The work comes from an amazingly productive year, 1842. His biographer
Frederick Niecks (1845-1924) called it the “chamber music year” and with good reason. In May
and June he created his three String Quartets with this Quintet following in September and
October. He then added the Piano Quartet and the Fantasy Pieces for piano, violin and cello that
November. Schumann had concentrated on miniatures in his early years and this flowering of
full-length works was quite remarkable, particularly when the high quality and creative assurance
of the compositions is taken into account. The Quintet has been described by biographer Joan
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Chissell as “his supreme achievement in the realm of chamber music” and can think of few
happier creations for any chamber grouping. It had its first performance that December in Leipzig
at the home of his friends, the Voigts. Unfortunately his wife Clara was unwell, she was pregnant
with their second daughter, and no less a personage than Felix Mendelssohn took over the piano
part. He suggested that the second Trio in the Scherzo lacked some liveliness and Schumann
replaced it before publication.
The Quintet opens with a strong, chordal theme, making an immediate impact and setting a
lively, thrusting pace. A transitional passage provides a distinctive violin theme and this leads
elegantly into the second main theme, started on the cello and soon followed by the viola. The
opening theme provides the bulk of the material for the development of his ideas and even the
cello is given an extended opportunity to lead the argument. Although the piano dominates the
writing, the music in the string parts is also imaginative and central to the development process.
Schumann recapitulates his themes in the normal manner and concludes with a short, energetic
coda. The slow movement employs rondo form. The main theme is in a binary or two-part layout,
suggesting a “sonata rondo” technique. It is marked as being a march and the mood is distinctly
funereal. The stuttering theme is worked out extensively and then the first episode arrives,
introducing a sweeping, lyrical theme on the first violin. The march quickly returns until the piano
descends to the bottom of its range before suddenly bursting into the rapid second episode,
Agitato. This stormy sequence includes further references to the march theme on the strings over
rapid piano passage-work, the piano finally getting its turn too. The first episode is also reprised
in a lively mood. Finally the funeral march asserts itself once more and the movement comes to a
hushed conclusion.
There are two “trios” or contrasting sections in the Scherzo, which bursts into action with
ascending and descending scales providing an unlikely but effective theme. The first violin
takes the lead and the other strings reply in canon over a busy piano accompaniment. The
main theme soon bursts through until the second trio hurries in. Schumann asks for the tempo
to be maintained but increases his note values to semiquavers to produce a faster pace. The
main theme is brought back and Schumann adds a six-bar coda to provide a dramatic ending.
The Finale is a sonata rondo in which the principle theme is stated and then followed by a
series of episodes in between which the main theme comes around again, hence “rondo”. This
time Schumann employs an unusual harmonic structure, revolutionary for its time. It is called
“progressive tonality”, in which the music instead of starting out in one key, moving to related
keys and then returning to its home key, actually heads off in fresh directions, ending in some
remote key. There is a surging excitement about the rondo melody, with the piano part marked
sempre marcato (always emphasised). The second part of the theme is also swift, with the piano
providing an upward phrase. The first episode starts with marked chords and a slow, mysterious
sequence on the strings. A crescendo brings back the main theme in regular rondo style. A
sparkling sequence led by staccato piano follows with another strong build-up. A further dramatic
pause provides the piano with a fresh variant followed by some lively counterpoint employing the
main theme. Just when it seems Schumann will add a short coda, he starts a fugue instead, of all
unlikely ideas, bringing back the main theme from the first movement as its base line. After this
delightful excursion the Quintet comes to a brisk and confident conclusion.

Programme
Saturday 19th May, 8pm
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Julian Bliss, clarinet
Philip Higham, cello
Benyounes Quartet
Johannes Brahms 1833 - 1897
Clarinet Quintet in B minor, Op. 115
(i) Allegro (ii) Adagio (iii) Andantino - Presto non assai, ma con sentimento (iv) Con moto
By the year 1890, the 58-year-old Brahms had decided he had written enough music. The
following year he visited the Ducal Castle in Meinigen where he heard the clarinettist of the
famous Meinigen Orchestra, Richard Muehlfeld (1856-1907) playing; he had been first clarinet
with the Orchestra there since 1873. The composer was so overwhelmed by the beauty of
his performances that he suddenly found fresh inspiration and created a number of works for
clarinet. During his summer holidays at Bad Ischl that year he completed a Clarinet Trio, which we
heard on Thursday, and this superb Quintet and later two Clarinet Sonatas (also suitable for violin
or viola) in 1894.
The Clarinet Quintet is one of Brahms’ most sumptuous yet poignant works, full of autumnal
colourings and bitter sweet reminiscences. From the start the relaxed, improvisatory nature of
the music is evident. It even opens in D major before taking up its formal B minor harmonies.
The movement is tinged with gentle memories and peaceful resignation. The slow movement
is launched by the clarinet over muted strings in the most rapturous of moods. The effect is
redoubled by the più lento (slower) central section, providing the soloist with magical arabesques.
One cannot but think of the virtuoso meanderings of a clarinettist in a gypsy band.
The third movement is quite extraordinary. Two sinuous themes are introduced and built
to a climax. Then a faster, presto non assai, follows with softly chattering strings and clarinet
decorations, based on the opening theme of the movement, followed by an arching, slower
melody from the clarinet. Further material from the start is incorporated into the tapestry of
sound, creating a slow-fast sequence. This develops into a miniature sonata-form structure of
its own, ending in a return of the pensive cadence from the close of the slow movement. The
Finale presents a set of five variations. The theme is a surging, darkly serious melody from the
strings with clarinet comments. The cello leads the first variation in a serpentine line with brief
intrusions from the other instruments. The second is agitated with soaring violin and sudden
rushes of enthusiasm, the clarinet eventually providing a step-like, high register theme. The next
variation has responses moving around among the instruments until the clarinet introduces a
slow, staccato variant of the theme. The fourth variation is lyrical and pensive with the theme
slipping around pianissimo in mid-phrase between the strings and clarinet. The final variation
sees a change of tempo from the prevailing 2/4 to 3/8, providing the framework for recollections
of the first movement’s theme. The nostalgic mood prevails as this glorious “sunset” work ends on
a distinctly poignant note.
INTERVAL
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Franz Schubert 1797-1828
String Quintet in C major, D 956
(i) Allegro ma non troppo (ii) Adagio iii Scherzo (Presto) and Trio (Andante sostenuto)
(iv) Allegretto
In the summer of 1828 Franz Schubert’s health was poor, though he had been having problems
since 1823. The court physician, Dr Rinna, recommended exercise and fresh air. In September,
Schubert went to stay with his brother Ferdinand in a Viennese suburb. Despite all this, his
output remained prolific and he completed a number of songs, three great Piano Sonatas and
this Quintet. By October, his condition had deteriorated seriously and his formerly enthusiastic
publisher, Schott, having promised to issue everything he could supply, was getting finicky,
turning down the great Impromptus as being “too difficult for trifles”.
On November 14th he took to his bed and at 3pm on November 19th he died at the age of 31.
His final works have the maturity and vision of one of the most astounding imaginations in the
history of music. In particular the flowering of that late summer has provided us with some of the
greatest treasures in the musical repertory, none more so than this magnificent Quintet. One can
fantasise that there is a valedictory theme to the work but it seems highly unlikely that Schubert
had any awareness of his sudden fate. Certainly death at an early age was commonplace 190
years ago but the few notes and reminiscences we have of his last month contain nothing to
suggest he had any inkling of his mortality. The idea of the Quintet came from the suggestion
of another publisher, Probst. Instead of following the Mozart or Beethoven configuration for a
string quartet with an extra viola, Schubert chose the cello as his additional instrument. This gives
the work a distinctive colouring, with the first cello often providing the melodic material while the
second instrument is occupied with the bass line.
The Quintet starts with an air of expectancy, even drama. The first main theme proves
somewhat hesitant until it suddenly takes off with emphatic violin lines and a thunderous bass.
Dramatically plunging phrases are given prominence. If one wants to read anything into this
Quintet, this first movement does seem to express anguish, even frustration. In contrast the
second theme on the first cello with tentative violin accompaniment is more resigned. A further,
soaring variant emerges on first violin with a busy second violin accompaniment. This is expanded
at leisure, as a kind of calming influence. The violin takes over the theme and a mysterious
staccato brings the opening section or exposition to its end; it is repeated. The development
of these lively ideas is full of storm and thunder. Schubert certainly seems to be working out
some kind of demon as the music plunges through exotic key changes and a series of brilliant
reworking of elements of the principal themes. The return of the second main theme at the
end brings enormous relief. Light has appeared at the end of the tunnel and it seems that
Schubertian lyricism has won the day. It too is subjected to further embellishment but now in
a calmer mood, a slightly more energetic sequence leads to an affirmative chord and a gentle
close.
If drama is the key to the first movement, serenity seems to be the idea behind the second,
at least at the start. The mood is set by one of those Schubert “semi-tunes”, these are musical
motifs, instantly recognisable yet not really full-blown melodies. The first violin sits on repetitive
Bs with gentle accompaniment from the others, while the second cello marks the bass line
pizzicato. If any music represents stillness, it must be this imaginative sequence. When it seems
that this serenity will go on forever, Schubert interrupts it with a sudden key change to the minor
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and delivers anguished new ideas, fortissimo. The demon is back but Schubert finally calms
it and, after some unusual two-note phrases, the wonderful stillness of the opening gradually
returns, introduced by a new descending phrase from the first violin and rumblings in the second
cello. The minor-key demon has not been fully exorcised, however, and as though to remind us
that troubles never quite disappear, there is recollection of that material before the end.
Matters are better ordered in the Scherzo. It thunders in, full of vigour and drama, with a
distinctly sour edge to the biting phrases from the cellos. As with most scherzos it is in triple time
but the contrasting central section, or trio, is decidedly odd. It is written in 4/4 and is marked
Andante sostenuto (sustained slow). It is introduced by the viola and second cello and its limping
phrases share some of the exhausted mood of the grimmer songs in Winterreise, here Schubert
does sound like a spent force. Suddenly the Scherzo theme jumps back in, but its bravado now
seems quite hollow after the funereal trio.
Despite its C major marking, there are touches of C minor in the writing at the start of the
Finale. The mood of this last movement is more open and unaffected than much of the earlier
music, as though Schubert had cast off his worries and was out for a good time. The tunes are
infections, particularly the folksy second main theme, a Viennese revision of a truly country tune
that is developed delightfully. The material is expanded with Schubert’s customary skill but adds
little to the intellectual power contained in the first three movements. It is music to relax with and
enjoy.
Saturday 19th May, 10.30pm
Philip Higham, cello
Johann Sebastian Bach 1685 – 1750
Cello Suite No. 3 in C major, BWV 1009
Cello Suite No. 5 in C minor, BWV 1011
The exact date of composition of Bach’s six Cello Suites is not certain. From 1717 to 1723
he was employed in Köthen, a principality in the countryside south west of Berlin where Prince
Leopold of Anhalt-Köthen (1694 – 1728) held a famously musical court; so it is quite likely that
they were composed there. They would have been for viola da gamba, as the cello came later.
The manuscripts are missing and the music is known only through the copies made around
1730 by Bach’s second wife, Anna Magdalena. As with much of Bach’s music, the Suites virtually
disappeared for some 150 years, though they remained known to cognoscenti. Eventually they
were published in Leipzig in 1866 and it was when looking through a second-hand bookstore
in Barcelona in 1889 that the thirteen-year-old cellist Pablo Casals (1876 – 1973) found the
scores and decided to examine them. He was soon overwhelmed by their beauty and originality
and he undertook a long course of study and practice before playing any of them in public. It
wasn’t until 1911, when Casals was twenty-five, that they were performed for the first time.
Gradually he inspired others to take an interest in these magnificent works but long refused
to record them himself, waiting until 1936 to produce his legendary 78s, still among the finest
versions ever put on disc. They quickly became popular, placing them among the greatest of
Baroque instrumental achievements.
Although created as a group, it is not clear that Bach intended them to be performed as a
continuous set; the Fifth Suite for example requires the instrument to be re-tuned, so this seems
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unlikely. The Suites involve a considerable challenge to the performer with many fingering
problems, widely varied emotional moods and a range of musical demands to overcome. They
have been transcribed for many other instruments including violin, guitar, saxophone and tuba.
Each suite has five movements in common – the opening four: Prelude, Allemande, Courante
and Sarabande, plus the final Gigue. The variations come with the fifth movement. The Allemande
(from the French word for “German”) is a moderate dance in duple meter dating from the 16th
century. The Courante indicates a fast-running creation while the Sarabande is in triple time
and in the Baroque era was a graceful slow dance; however it seems to have been based on a
much livelier Central American “zarabanda” which presumably the Spanish brought home with
them. Indeed it is often described as a Spanish dance. The Minuet gets its name from the Italian
“minuetto”, meaning pretty or small, and probably refers to the short steps involved in the dance; it
is in 3/4 time. The Bourée originated in the Auvergne area of France, around the Bay of Biscay;
it is a lively double-time dance with an up-beat start. The Gavotte is named after the people of
Gavot in the Dauphinée region of France, around Grenoble. It can be 4/4 or 2/4, in a moderate
tempo with a half-measure upbeat. Finally comes the Gigue, better known to us as a jig. It
originated in Ireland and England and reached France in the mid 17th century. It is a vigorous
3/8 dance and was the usual choice to bring a suite to an end. A “gigue” also was an early form
of a small violin and is the source of the German word “geige” for the instrument. The Minuets,
Bourées and Gigues are written in three-part or ternary form, with the first part being repeated
after the second: A – B – A.
Suite No. 3 in C major, BWV 1009
Prelude – Allemande – Courante – Sarabande – Bourées I & II – Gigue
The Third Suite is launched with a Prelude, employing an A–B–A–C form, starting with flowing
scales. The B section with its extended chords requires the use of the thumb position on
the fingerboard. Part C employs extensive chords, creating an impassioned conclusion. The
Allemande involves a sprightly theme with falling notes and further dramatic chords. The
Courante continues the mood with attractive side-comments along the way. This leads to a
broad, peaceful Sarabande: a splendidly languorous reverie. The first Bourée presents a strong,
emphatic melody while the second is a kind of reflection on it and is notated in G minor (2 flats)
but is actually in C minor, a Baroque device called “partial key-signature”. The Gigue has many
attractive features including brief asides, tumbling phrases and stirring climaxes.
Suite No. 5 in C minor, BWV 1011
Prelude – Allemande – Courante – Sarabande - Gavottes I & II – Gigue
The Fifth Suite is written in “Scordatura”, a popular Baroque device in which the A-string is tuned
down to G, giving a darker hue to the sound. There are editions which allow the music to be
played in modern tuning but this affects the colouring. The Prelude is written in two sections,
slow-fast, in the manner of a French overture with the opening sequence displaying a deep
emotion and the second involving a tricky but remarkably well-constructed fugue. The Allemande
and Courante both display dark tones while the Sarabande is a rather mysterious creation. It
does not employ chords and weaves a solo serpentine line, suggesting veiled comments and
intimacies. The Gavotte now makes its debut in a Suite. The first of the two here has an elegant
theme while the second involves a more flowing mood. There is a fine swagger to the closing
Gigue, banishing the overall sombre timbre of the earlier movements.

Programme
Sunday 20th May, 4pm
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Gavan Ring, baritone
Fiachra Garvey, piano
Gioachino Rossini 1792–1868
“Largo al Factotum” (Il Barbiere di Siviglia)
There can be few more effective and dramatic entrances in all of opera than that given to
Figaro by Rossini in The Barber of Seville. Its familiar lines are known world-wide, even to those
unfamiliar with the opera. However its first night in Rome on February 20th 1816 was a disaster,
apparently due to an organised crowd or claque who caused an uproar because the young
Rossini had the temerity to take the same subject as set by the popular composer, Giovanni
Paisiello, in 1782. The source in common was the second of three plays by French writer
Beaumarchais, the first having served for Mozart’s The Marriage of Figaro in 1786. Fortunately
subsequent performances were well received and Paisiello’s charming little work faded into
history. The opera soon became an international favourite which it remains to this day, one
authority placing it recently as the tenth most often performed opera. A “Factotum”, from the
Latin “to do it all”, is somebody who undertakes all kind of work and Figaro is not shy about his
range of his activities – from being a barber of quality to undertaking personal errands, here,
there and everywhere – the town’s undisputed factotum.
Giuseppe Verdi 1813 - 1901
“O Carlo ascolta … Io morro” (Don Carlo)
Verdi’s opera Don Carlo could hardly be further from Rossini’s frothy concoction. He wrote it for
the Paris Opéra in 1867, which liked its music on a grand scale. It is set in 16th century Spanish
royal circles, where the elderly and powerful King Philip II has married the beautiful young
Elizabeth of Valois as part of a peace settlement with France. She had been engaged to his
son Carlo, but politics had prevailed. Carlo is also involved with his friend the Marquis of Posa in
pleading for independence for the Flemish nation, currently under Spanish domination. However
the all-powerful leaders of the Inquisition take a dim view of such clemency and arrange for Posa
to be assassinated. In his magnificent final aria his dying words are for Carlo: he must work on
for Flanders and achieve a golden age for Spain. Verdi makes splendid use of a theme which had
been heard earlier when Carlo and Posa had sworn eternal brotherhood.
Claude Debussy 1862-1918
Images: Book II, for solo piano
(i) Cloches á travers les feuilles
(ii) Et la lune descend sur le temple qui fut
(iii) Poissons d’Or
Debussy composed two sets of “Images”, with the second set dating from 1907. It had its
première in Paris on February 21st, 1908, played by the Spanish virtuoso and champion of
Debussy’s music, Ricardo Viñes. Even in the brief two years since Book One, Debussy’s harmonic
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and melodic language had greatly extended and his work on his symphonic poem La Mer had
brought a new, almost orchestral texture to his piano writing. The tonality of the first piece (Bells
across the leaves) is vague, with glittering harmonies around a basically whole-tone scale, as the
leaves rustle gently while the bells ring out. The second picture, of the moon setting over a ruined
temple, is full of the oriental mysticism which was so fashionable at the time and which Debussy
depicts with superb skill. Static chords drift almost aimlessly along; the great French pianist and
Debussy scholar, Alfred Cortot, remarked that it was “well suited to the reflective beauty of a site,
slowly transformed by the passage of time, and which, in the misty night, pursues its ruins’ silent
dreams”. The final scene is a brilliant scherzo based on goldfish painted on a lacquered screen
and vividly brought to life through Debussy’s magical imagination.
Roger Quilter 1877-1953
Two Songs: “Go lovely Rose”
“Now sleeps the crimson petal”
A graduate of Eton, Quilter went on to study in Frankfurt where he met fellow students Percy
Grainger and the folk-song collector Cyril Scot. Mainly remembered for his elegant songs and
some light orchestral music, his opera Julia was staged at Covent Garden in 1936. Go lovely rose
is a setting of a fine 17th century text by Edmund Waller (1606-1687), first published in 1645. It
is the third song from his Five English Love Lyrics dated 1923. Now sleeps the crimson petal is
one of his earliest works from There Songs, Opus 3, issued in 1904, which helped establish him
as a significant composer on his return from the Frankfurt Conservatory. The words are taken
from a sonnet in The Princess, from 1847, a serio-comic work espousing women’s education by
Alfred Lord Tennyson (1809-1892); it was also the basis of Gilbert & Sullivan’s Princess Ida.
Franz Schubert 1797 – 1828
Three Songs: An Sylvia, D 891
Stänchen, D 957
Erlkönig, D 328
Schubert is one of the greatest, some would say “the greatest”, of all composers of German
art songs or Lieder. Despite his short life he produced an incredibly large body of work
including over 600 songs. An Sylvia is a translation by Eduard von Bauernfeld of a song from
Shakespeare’s The Two Gentlemen of Verona. There is a legend that in July 1826 he was in a
beer garden outside Vienna with friends and was looking through a volume of Shakespeare plays
and had “a pretty melody in my head”, sketching it on the back of a menu. He later polished it up
and dedicated it to Marie Pachler, one of his patrons, a fine pianist and a friend of Beethoven.
Arguably the best-loved serenade in music, Ständchen is a setting of a poem by Ludwig
Rellstab (1799 – 1860) and probably dates from the last year of his life. Following Schubert’s
early death in 1828 the publisher Tobias Haslinger gathered together a disparate collection
of fourteen of Schubert’s unpublished songs and released them as Schwanengesang (Swan
Songs). The first seven look as though they might have been intended for a new cycle, as the are
all by Ludwig Rellstab. Apparently in 1825 he had left them with Beethoven, whose friend Stadler
passed them on to Schubert. The fourth of the group is Ständchen (Serenade), a lovely plea from
the poet to his beloved to make him happy.
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Erlkönig (Earl King) is one of Schubert’s earliest triumphs, written in 1815 when he was only
18, he revised it a number of times before publication in 1821 as his Opus 1. A man gallops
through a forest at night clutching his child; the boy can hear the Erl King calling to him to join
him but the father pooh-poohs the idea - it’s just the wind or something. However when he finally
reaches home he discovers the child is indeed dead, the song coming to a sudden, dramatic stop.
Goethe’s powerful narrative is reflected exactly in the music with different voices for the four
characters and a marvellous virtuoso piano part. It received its first public performance in Vienna
on March 7th, 1821.
INTERVAL
Frederic Chopin 1810 - 1849
Barcarolle in F sharp Op. 60
Polonaise in A flat, Op. 53   “Heroic”
Chopin’s Barcarolle, despite being easy to listen to, is a work of considerable significance in the
development of piano writing. Brahms admired it greatly and it had a profound effect on Debussy
who could never have written L’Isle joyeuse without it as a precursor. Even Maurice Ravel quotes
briefly from it in his Ma Mère l’Oye Suite. It has been described as “Chopin’s finest Nocturne”,
despite its title, and certainly is remarkably similar in style and mood to those famous night
pieces. He reaches his lyrical and harmonic summit in this recreation of a Venetian gondolier’s
song. Dedicated to the Baronne de Stockhausen, it dates from 1846 and is among his finest,
his last great outpouring of romantic melody. The great 19th century pianist, Tausig, had no
doubt about its intentions and saw it as a love-scene in a gondola: “It is expressed in the thirds
and sixths and the dualism of the two notes - or people - is maintained throughout. All is twovoiced, or two-sounded!”. The passage marked dolce sfogato (sweet and lightly played), he adds,
describes “Kisses and embraces”. At the beginning the theme appears, gently rocking, after three
introductory bars. It remains throughout the piece as a kind of accompaniment over which the
two-part love song is played out, providing Tausig’s “tender dialogue”.
The Polonaise in A flat is one of Chopin’s best loved compositions. It was the product of a
particularly happy summer in 1842 spent at Nohant in the company of the painter, Eugene
Delacroix, who was a great fan. He told his hostess not to worry about entertainment, as he so
enjoyed “wandering along garden paths talking about music and spending every evening on a
sofa, listening to music when God takes over (Chopin’s) divine fingers”. The music bursts into
energetic action in one of Chopin’s most vigorous openings. A darker, muttering central section
provides a contrast but the tension is never lost as the opening polonaise theme returns for
another dazzling statement and a sonorous conclusion.
Three Irish Songs
She is far from the land (Lambert)
Macushla (MacMurrough)
The Kerry Dances (Molloy)
She is far from the land appeared in the fourth volume of Moore’s Melodies in 1810. Moore
(1719-1852) took the tune from an old air “Open the door”. His words reflect on the execution of
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Robert Emmet after the uprising in 1803 and his fiancée Sarah Curran, who is said to have died
from a broken heart. The arrangement for voice and piano is by Edward Lambert (1868-1925).
The composer of Macushla wrote under the pen name of Dermot MacMurrough; he was Harold
White (1872-1943) who was educated at the Christ Church Cathedral School in Dublin and
became professor of singing at the Leinster School of Music. The words were by Josephine Row
and the song was published with great success in 1910. James Lynam Molloy (c1837 – 1909)
hailed from Rahan, County Offaly and graduated from the Catholic University in Dublin in 1858
with a law degree. He moved to London where he became private secretary to the AttorneyGeneral and also was a correspondent for the London Standard during the Franco-Prussian War.
He became a prolific and popular song writer with Thady O’Flynn and Bantry Bay amongst his
best known creations. The Kerry Dances, for which he wrote both words and music dates from
1879.
Ralph Vaughan Williams 1872 - 1958
Songs of Travel
(i) The Vagabond (ii) Let Beauty Awake (iii) The Roadside Fire (iv) Youth and Love (v) In Dreams
(vi) The Infinite Shining Heavens (vii) Whither must I wander (viii) Bright Is the Ring of Words (ix) I
Have Trod the Upward and the Downward Slope
In order to maintain a dramatic continuity, please hold your applause until after the final song.
Vaughan Williams was interested in folk song from an early age, collecting many traditional
airs from around the English countryside. His own first major contribution to original song
writing came with this superb song-cycle, one of the finest in the English language, to poems
from a volume of the same name by Robert Louis Stevenson (1850 - 1894). He composed
them between 1901 and 1904, but his publishers would not issue them as a complete group,
producing them in two volumes with a two-year gap between. Whither Must I Wander, which
was composed earlier, did not appear in either of these editions and was added later. Vaughan
Williams himself withheld the final song which was only issued in 1960 after his death, when his
widow, Ursula Vaughan Williams, found it among his papers. It may only be performed when the
full cycle is being given. From the dramatic trudge of the vagabond in the first song, through the
various moods of the different poems, Vaughan Williams maintains a remarkable impetus with
a wide range of colours and effects throughout, creating a splendid overall imagery. The first
performance was given in London on December 2nd 1904 by Walter Creighton and Hamilton
Harty and the work is dedicated to the Irish baritone Harry Plunket Greene.
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PIANOS PLUS
THE COMPLETE PIANO SPECIALISTS

Blessington Music
Music School & Shop
We are excited to launch our music school and showroom
in the heart of
Blessington Town Centre.
This summer we will be offering lots of fun workshops
and a summer camp for all ages.
Our aim is to introduce children to a range of new
instruments including Harp, Bodhran, Tin whistle, Violin
and ukulele.
Opening
June'18
For Places or further information contact Aine
info@muzikkon.com / 085 1431429
BLESSINGTON MUSIC WILL ALSO BE HOME TO

Piano House, Centrepoint Business Park, Oak Road, Dublin 12.
(on the M50, access Nangor Road.)
OPEN 7 DAYS (Sunday 2.30pm - 5.30pm)
Tel: 01 - 409 7373 Email: pianos@pianosplus.ie

www.pianosplus.ie

Benyounes Quartet
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www.benyounesquartet.com

Currently celebrating their 10th anniversary season the Benyounes Quartet has established a
unique musical voice with international accolades including 2nd prize at both the 2014 Orlando
International String Quartet Competition and the 2012 International Sandor Vegh String Quartet
Competition in Budapest. They are also laureates of the 2015 Wigmore Hall International String
Quartet Competition.
The Benyounes has established a presence at major venues including Vienna Konzerthaus,
Wigmore Hall, Queen Elizabeth Hall, Purcell Room and Manchester’s Bridgewater Hall and
festivals such as Budapest Spring, Quatuors a Bordeaux, Verbier, Aix-en-Provence, Aldeburgh
and West Cork. The quartet has had the pleasure to play chamber music with internationally
renowned artists including Julian Bliss, Philip Higham, Jeremy Young, Navarra quartet, Gareth
Hulse, Ben Johnson and Philippe Bernold. Since 2015 the Benyounes have taken over the
Artistic Directorship of Alfriston Summer Music, a highly successful festival that is in it’s 13th
year, set in the heart of the South Downs.
Outreach and education work has always been important to the quartet and they have become
known for their unique workshops and communication skills with young people. )The quartet is
regularly engaged in various cross-art projects, most notably with Shobana Jeyasingh Dance
and with the award winning jazz group ‘Empirical’, performing in the London Jazz Festival and
appearing on their album, ‘Tabula Rasa’. In 2012 the quartet founded Quercus Ensemble, a mixed
chamber ensemble based in Northern Ireland. They are currently involved in the ground-breaking
Inclusive Creativity project supported by the Gulbenkian and PRS Foundation which has resulted
in a tour of a new work for string quartet and Acoustronic, a group of young disabled musicians
using new music technology.
The quartet has an ongoing commitment to new music, and has championed contemporary
works by both established and emerging composers throughout their career. In recent years the
quartet has explored works by neglected women composers of the past and premiered a number
of new works by composers such as Philip Cashian, Simon Bainbridge and Poul Ruders. In the
2018/19 season they are thrilled to be working closely with the esteemed British composer
John Woolrich on a new project ‘Four to One’.
Formed at the Royal Northern College of Music, the Benyounes Quartet went on to win the
Royal Philharmonic Society’s prestigious Julius Isserlis Scholarship, funding their studies with
Professor Gabor Takacs–Nagy in Geneva. The quartet held the Richard Carne Junior Fellowship
at Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance (2011-13) and is currently resident at Bangor
University.
Their debut recording of Mozart Piano Concertos with pianist Jeremy Young was released on
Meridian Records to critical acclaim. They featured on Champs Hill Records complete works for
string quartet by Mendelssohn (BBC Magazine’s critics choice 2014) and their forthcoming disc
for Champs Hill will be released Summer 2018.

Fiachra Garvey
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www.fiachragarvey.com

Fiachra Garvey graduated from the Royal Academy of Music, London in 2013 with 1st class
honours and distinction in the MA in Music Performance. This follows a 1st class honours B.A.
in Music Performance from the Royal Irish Academy of Music in 2011 and a 1st class honours
DipMus (performance and teaching) from the RIAM in 2008.
1st prizewinner at the 2012 Jaques Samuel Competition, London, Fiachra made his Fazioli
Auditorium (Italy) and Wigmore Hall debuts in 2013. He has also been a prizewinner at AXA
Dublin International Piano Competition (Brennan Prize and McCullough Bursary), EU Piano
Competition Prague (concerto finalist), 3rd Soirees-Concours Internationales de Piano a
Collioure, France (Audience award) and Feis Ceoil Dublin (Morris Grant Bursary and Mabel
Swainson award). The National Concert Hall Dublin awarded Fiachra the “Rising Star” prize in
2011, which subsequently led to a series of concerto and solo debuts.
Concerto appearances include Rachmaninoff’s Rhapsody on a theme of Paganini with the
Janácek
ê Philharmonic, Tchaikovsky concerto no 1 with RTE National Symphony Orchestra,
Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue and Grieg’s piano concerto with the RTE Concert Orchestra,
Cambridge University Symphony Orchestra, RIAM Symphony Orchestra, Hibernian Orchestra and
UCD Symphony Orchestra.
Recent recitals include Google Dublin, a series of solo and two piano recitals in Japan, duo
recitals at St. John’s Smith Square, St. Martin in the Fields, and the Brighton Festival UK; and
piano trio recitals at the West Cork Chamber Music Festival, Bridgewater Hall Manchester,
Wigmore Hall London and The Geneva Festival, Switzerland.
Upcoming concerts include solo recitals in Spoleto Italy, Market Place Theatre Armagh,
Playhouse Theatre Derry, Tullynally Castle Westmeath, Strawberry Hill House Twickenham,
Prussia Cove UK, and trio recitals at the Petworth Festival UK, Conway Hall London, National
Concert Hall, Dublin and Wigmore Hall, London. Fiachra will perform the complete works by
Beethoven and Bach for cello and piano in 2018 at the National Concert Hall and will embark on
a tour of China in October 2017.
Fiachra’s debut CD “For the Piano”, under the Lyric FM label, was released in 2012: “brings a
deep and infectious enthusiasm, combined with insight and technical comfort.” (Sunday times).
His second CD, a live performance from Wigmore Hall, was released in 2014.
Fiachra is the Founder and Artistic Director of the West Wicklow Festival, Ireland, and is a
member of the Board of Directors of the Dublin International Piano Competition.

Gavan Ring
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www.gavanring.co.uk

Dr Gavan Ring studied at the Schola Cantorum St Finian’s College before reading Education and
Music at Dublin City University. A first-class honours Master of Music in Performance graduate
from the Royal Irish Academy of Music, Gavan also holds the double distinction of being the first
opera singer and the youngest candidate to graduate from the RIAM as a Doctor of Music in
Performance. Gavan is an almnus of the National Opera Studio in London, the Jerwood Young
Artist Programme at Glyndebourne Festival Opera and the Opera Theatre Company Young
Associate Artist Programme.
Gavan is a multiple national and international prizewinner, most recently being awarded second
prize at the 2015 Concorso Lirico Internazionale di Portofino in Italy. Gavan was also awarded
second prize at the 2013 Wigmore Hall/Kohn Foundation International Song Competition. Major
national awards include the Southbank Sinfonia Award for Orchestral Song, the National Concert
Hall Dr Bernadette Greevy Bursary and the Cuisine de France John Count McCormack Bursary.
Concerts include performances with the Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment, the RTÉ
National Symphony Orchestra, the RTÉ Concert Orchestra, the Ulster Orchestra and the Scottish
Opera Orchestra with recent highlights including Offenbach’s Fantasio under the baton of Sir
Mark Elder, Britten’s War Requiem with Mark Padmore and Gilbert & Sullivan’s HMS Pinafore for
the 2015 Edinburgh International Festival under the baton of Richard Egarr. Recitals include
appearances at Wigmore Hall and the Oxford Lieder Festival with pianists Eugene Asti, Simon
Lepper and Graham Johnson.
Opera roles include Morales Carmen, Nardo La Finta Giardiniera and Phoebus The Fairy
Queen for Glyndebourne Festival Opera; Guglielmo Cosi fan tutte; Figaro Il barbiere di Siviglia,
Manuel La Vida Breve, Schaunard La Bohème and Jake Wallace La Fanciulla del West for Opera
North; Bill Bobstay HMS Pinafore and Pluto Orpheus in the Underworld for Scottish Opera;
Lieutenant Gordon in the European premiere of Kevin Puts’ Silent Nightand Oompa Loompa The
Golden Ticket for Wexford Festival Opera; Figaro Il barbiere di Siviglia and Steuermann Tristan
und Isolde for Wide Open Opera; Hartmann Fantasio in concert and recording for Opera Rara;
Dr Falke Die Fledermaus for Opera Holland Park; Dancaire Carmen, Cascada The Merry
Widow and Yamadori Madama Butterfly for Dublin Lyric Opera Productions and Colas Bastien
und Bastienne for Opera Theatre Company.
Discography includes HMS Pinafore (Linn Records 2016), Fantasio (Opera Rara 2014) and
Fleischmann: Orchestral Works (RTÉ Lyric FM 2010).
2017/18 season include the roles of Ping in Puccini’s Turandot, Novice’s Friend in Britten’s
Billy Budd for Opera North, Horatio in Brett Dean’s Hamlet for Glyndebourne, the title role in
Mozart’s Don Giovanni for Welsh National Opera and Olivier in Strauss’ Capriccio for Garsington
Festival Opera plus recitals for BBC Radio 3 and at Wigmore Hall.
Gavan Ring is kindly supported by An Chomhairle Ealaíon/The Arts Council of Ireland.

Julian Bliss
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www.julianbliss.com

Julian Bliss is one of the world’s finest clarinettists excelling as a concerto soloist, chamber
musician, jazz artist, masterclass leader and tireless musical explorer. He has inspired a
generation of young players as guest lecturer and creator of his Conn-Selmer range of affordable
clarinets, and introduced a substantial new audience to his instrument.
Born in the UK, Julian started playing the clarinet age 4, going on to study in the U.S. at the
University of Indiana and in Germany under Sabine Meyer. The breadth and depth of his artistry
are reflected in the diversity and distinction of his work.
In recital and chamber music he has played at most of the world’s leading festivals and venues
including Gstaad, Mecklenburg Vorpommern, Verbier, Wigmore Hall (London) and Lincoln Center
(New York).
As soloist, he has appeared with a wide range of international orchestras, from the Sao Paolo
Symphony, Chamber Orchestra of Paris, and Auckland Philharmonia, to the BBC Philharmonic
Orchestra, London Philharmonic and Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.
In 2012 he established the Julian Bliss Septet, creating programmes inspired by King
of Swing, Benny Goodman, and Latin music from Brazil and Cuba that have gone on to
be performed to packed houses in festivals, Ronnie Scott’s (London), the Concertgebouw
(Amsterdam) and across the U.S.
Recent album releases receiving rave reviews from critics, album of the week spots and media
attention, include his recording of Mozart and Nielsen’s Concertos with the Royal Northern
Sinfonia. Recent chamber discs include a new piece for clarinet & string quartet by David Bruce
– Gumboots – inspired by the gumboot dancing of miners in South Africa and a recital album of
Russian and French composers with American pianist, Bradley Moore.
This season’s highlights include an exciting new concerto by Wayne Shorter, with the Argovia
Philharmonic, extensive USA tour with his septet, and chamber concerts with the Carducci
Quartet.

Philip Higham
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www.philiphigham.com

Born in Edinburgh, Philip studied with Ruth Beauchamp at St Mary’s Music School and
subsequently at the RNCM with Emma Ferrand and Ralph Kirshbaum. He also enjoyed
mentoring from Steven Isserlis. In 2008 he became the first UK cellist to win 1st Prize in the
Bach Leipzig competition, and followed it with major prizes in 2009 Lutoslawski Competitions,
and the 2010 Grand Prix Emmanuel Feuermann in Berlin. He was selected for representation by
Young Classical Artist Trust between 2009 and 2014.
He has appeared as soloist with the Philharmonia Orchestra, the Hallé Orchestra at
Bridgewater Hall (broadcast by BBC Radio 3), the Royal Northern Sinfonia and Bournemouth
Symphony Orchestra. He has also given concerto performances with Sinfonia Cymru, Edinburgh
Youth Orchestra and Southbank Sinfonia. He has given recitals at the Wigmore Hall, St. John’s
Smith Square, Brighton Festival, the City of London Festival, Gower Festival and Lichfield
Festival, and further afield in Germany, Istanbul and Washington DC. He has also performed
at the Britten Centenary in Aldeburgh (broadcast by BBC Radio 3), the West Cork Chamber
Music Festival, Three Choirs Festival, Branscombe Festival and Salisbury Festival. In 2014 he
performed the complete Bach Suites in Tokyo at the Musashino Cultural Foundation, and is set to
give another complete cycle at Wigmore Hall in 2017.
Philip has been described as ‘possessing that rare combination of refined technique with
subtle and expressive musicianship… all the qualities of a world-class artist’ (The Strad), and
has been praised for his‘expansive but tender playing’ (Gramophone). His debut recording of the
Britten Solo Suites on Delphian was released in 2013 and won the title of ‘Instrumental disc of
the month’ in Gramophone Magazine and ‘Instrumental Choice’ in BBC Music Magazine. He has
also recently released the complete Bach Suites, to critical acclaim.
Philip was appointed Principal Cello of the Scottish Chamber Orchestra in 2016. He is
fortunate to play a fine Milanese cello by Carlo Giuseppe Testore, made in 1697, and is grateful
for support from Harriet’s Trust.
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A very special thank you goes out to all of our Festival Volunteers
without whom this would not be possible!
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Alfred Beit Foundation, Russborough House & Parklands and the
National Concert Hall for their continued support of the Festival.
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Accommodation & Hospitality

Master Brand
The RTE Supporting the Arts logo is a combination of the
word mark and a multi-colour semi-spherical shape
composed of a blend of the 5 primary colours.
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Russborough has quickly become a family favourite. Enjoy fantastic walks, discover
the magical fairy trail, maze and explore the 18th century walled garden.
Russborough offer fantastic amenities whether you are going on a guided tour or
simply spoiling yourself to lunch in our award winning tearooms.
In keeping with the Russborough tradition of Lady Beit, our tearooms ensure the best
of Irish ingredients are used to produce mouth-watering food on a daily basis. Our
tearooms have won many awards including Taste of Ireland and Lucinda
O’Sullivan’s Great Places to eat 2014/15/16/17.

Be sure to follow us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram for all the latest news from
Russborough and Brambles!

www.brambles.ie

www.russborough.ie

Tel: 045-857497

Thank you for supporting the West Wicklow Festival
We look forward to seeing you again in May 2019

16th - 19th May, 2019

West Wicklow Festival is a registered charity and non-profit organisation which aims to enhance
the cultural landscape of West Wicklow through high-quality, accessible events. We rely heavily
on the support of the local community, our supporters, patrons and of course, our audience.
All donations made to the Festival are gratefully received and can be
made through our website or by contacting us directly.

westwicklowfestival.com | info@westwicklowfestival.com

West Wicklow Festival is a registered charity no. 20155179

